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A Collaborative Framework for
Integrated Part and Assembly
Modeling
An ideal product modeling system should support both part modeling and assembly
eling, instead of just either of them as is the case in most current CAD systems. A
basis for such integration is multiple-view feature modeling, as it allows focusing
different aspects of the product, while at the same time maintaining consistency
model views. This paper presents a framework that supports synchronous collabo
sessions via Internet, among members of a distributed development team, with s
modeling system. The framework provides facilities for creating a hierarchical pro
structure, with single and compound components, and meanwhile assigning tasks to
members. The actual design of a single component is supported by a web-client sp
ized in part design, whereas the specification of assembly relations among compon
supported by a web-client specialized in assembly design. All clients make use of the
server, which runs a multiple-view feature modeling system and maintains the com
product model, guaranteeing consistency of the part design and the assembly d
views. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1555647#
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1 Introduction

Current modeling systems adequately support either mode
of parts or modeling of assemblies, usually by a single user o
In particular for complex products, this leads to a lot of unde
able exchange of product data, back and forth, between diffe
users and systems. Future modeling systems should therefore
port integrated modeling of parts and assemblies by a team
development engineers.

Multiple-view feature modeling is a good basis for integrat
modeling of parts and assemblies@1#. It offers different views on
a product for parts and assemblies, each view containing a spe
feature model. For each part, there is a part detail design v
describing the part in terms of design form features, and a
manufacturing planning view, describing the part in terms
manufacturing form features. In addition, there is an assem
design view for the whole product, describing one or more ass
blies in terms of components and connection features betw
these components. The part and assembly views are kept co
tent, i.e. changes in one view on a part are propagated to the
view on the part, but also to the assembly design view,
changes in the assembly design view are propagated to the
views that are involved. In this way, real integration of part a
assembly modeling is achieved.

The approach to integrated modeling just described can be
helpful to a single engineer who is responsible for the devel
ment of a complete product. In practice, however, usually sev
engineers are involved in the development of a product@2#. This is
obvious for complex products consisting of many parts, but
even be the case for relatively simple products. In both cases,
can think of different experts for the design of the parts, the ma
facturing planning of the parts, and the assembly design of
complete product. Indeed, product development teams nowa
involve more and more engineers. Three essential character
of the working procedure of such teams can be summarize
follows:
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• team members, often geographically distributed, need
work on ~at least part of! the same product data;

• due to outsourcing of some components, team members
even be scattered over different companies, each one with its
design practice, CAD tools and data formats, further complicat
the previous aspect;

• collaboration among team members plays an increasingly
portant role in solving design conflicts as early as possible in
design stage, but travel time and costs, and other well-kno
inconveniences, prohibit frequent physical meetings.

Due to their interdependencies, effectively supporting these c
acteristics cannot be achieved by three separate, independen
lutions. Instead, synchronous collaborative modeling sessions
Internet are gaining attractiveness, as they indeed allow sev
team members to remotely coordinate their design work and
cuss design issues of mutual relevance.

However, systems that support real collaborative design of p
or of assemblies are hardly available, let alone systems that
port collaborative, integrated design of parts and assemblies.

In this paper, a collaborative framework is presented that d
support integrated design of parts and assemblies. It enables m
bers of a product development team to have synchronous coll
rative modeling sessions via Internet. There are specialized w
clients for part detail design and part manufacturing planning,
for assembly design. All clients make use of the same ser
which runs a multiple-view feature modeling system, and ta
care of all communication. The paper focuses on the top-do
product structuring and task assignment and on the ac
bottom-up collaborative part and assembly modeling.

Section 2 summarizes the underlying approach to integra
part and assembly modeling. Section 3 discusses the state o
art in collaborative modeling and introduces the new collabora
framework. Section 4 elaborates the product structuring and
assignment, and Sec. 5 the collaborative part and assembly m
eling. Section 6 describes an example of a modeling session u
the framework. Section 7 presents some conclusions.

2 Integrated Part and Assembly Modeling
Noort et al.@1# have recently presented an integrated appro

to part and assembly modeling. That approach is the basis fo
collaborative modeling framework presented in this paper, an
therefore summarized in this section.

ved
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Most commercial modeling systems now adequately sup
part modeling. These systems are typically feature modeling
tems, allowing a user to store functional information on the pa
in a model. However, such systems offer only limited facilities
represent assembly information@3#. The relations between th
components in an assembly usually have to be specified u
low-level relations, such as mate and align. In addition, th
systems usually provide only a single interpretation of the prod
for both part and assembly design, whereas part and asse
design focus on different aspects of the product. There are s
research systems that adequately support modeling of asse
aspects of a product, but their models are, in turn, less suitab
support part design@4–6#.

The main problem of having separate part and assembly m
eling systems is that part-oriented requirements cannot be a
matically checked during assembly design, and vice versa. T
able to perform such checks, information has to be exchan
from one system to the other, sometimes by hand, possibly l
ing to inconsistency of the models in the two systems. A solut
to this problem is the approach to integrate part and assem
modeling summarized here. It supplies functionality of both a p
modeling system and an assembly modeling system, maint
integrated part and assembly models, and thus solves the prob
of data exchange and inconsistency.

This approach is based on themultiple-view feature modeling
concept, which provides specialized interpretations of a prod
for different product development phases by means of vie
Eachviewhas its own feature model of the product, with featur
relevant for the corresponding development phase. Here, ther
a detail design view and a manufacturing planning view for e
part, and an assembly design view for the whole product.
views are kept consistent, i.e. changes in one view are autom
cally propagated to the other views. The three types of views,
the way these are kept consistent, will be shortly described n

The feature model of a part detail design view consists of
stances of form feature classes present in the feature library
part detail design. A form feature class contains a generic fea
shape, and possibly several constraints that have to be satisfie
all instances of the class, e.g. for a hole feature that the ra
should be within some interval and that its entrance face sho
remain open. In addition to these feature constraints, there ca
model constraintson one or several form feature instances, e
that two slots should be at some prescribed distance.

To visualize the feature model of a part detail design view, o
or more geometry cameras can be used. A geometry camera
use several line visualization and shading techniques, in var
combinations@7#. It can provide insight into the feature model b
visualizing all sorts of engineering information, e.g. highlightin
all features of a specific class, or displaying all closure faces
subtractive features or all intersections of features. See Fig.~a!
for a geometry camera window for a part detail design view.

To create the feature model of a part detail design view, m
eling operations are available to add, remove and change the
rameters of a feature or a model constraint. After each opera
the validity of the model is checked on the basis of all feature
model constraints in the model. If the model is no longer valid,
any of these constraints is violated, the user is assisted in ma
it valid again@8#.

The feature model of a part manufacturing planning view
similar to that of a part detail design view, but consists of
stances of form feature classes present in the feature library
manufacturing planning. Whereas the library for part detail des
contains both additive~material adding! and subtractive~material
removing! features, the library for manufacturing planning co
tains only subtractive features. Again geometry cameras ca
used to visualize the feature model of a manufacturing plann
view; see Fig. 1~b! for a geometry camera window for the man
facturing planning view for the same part as shown in Fig. 1~a!.
Although the manufacturing planning view of a part will usua
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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be derived from the part detail design view, it is also possible
directly modify the feature model of the manufacturing planni
view to improve manufacturability of the part. For the latter, t
same modeling operations are available as for the part detail
sign view.

The feature model of the assembly design view contains c
ponents and connection features between components; a s
components connected by connection features forms an asse
A component is either a single component or a compound c
ponent. A single component represents a part in the assem
design view. A compound component encapsulates an asse
for further assembly modeling operations, by hiding its intern
structure of components and connection features, and dealing
the boundary of the assembly only. A connection feature is
instance of a connection feature class present in the feature lib
for assembly design. A connection feature class contains a
scription of the types of the form features needed on the com
nents for the connection, several constraints that specify the r
tions between the components, such as the internal freedom
motion, but also the way the connection can be established@5#. A
connection feature instance determines the relative position
orientation of the components involved. Examples of connect
features are a rib-slot and a pin-hole connection feature.

A component model contains the reference geometry of
component, i.e. the boundary of the part or assembly relate
that component, and in addition the form features of the conn

Fig. 1 Geometry camera windows for detail design view „a…
and manufacturing planning view „b… on a part
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 257
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Fig. 2 Windows of a geometry camera for a table model „a…, and a hierarchical graph camera for the table assembly „b…
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tion features on the component. So, only the regions of the c
ponent that are relevant for assembly are described by form
tures, whereas the rest of the component is not.

To visualize the feature model of the assembly design vi
both geometry cameras and graph cameras can be used@7#. A
geometry camera shows the reference geometry of a compo
with lines, and the form features of the connection features on
component with shaded faces~see Fig. 2~a!!. Graph cameras show
the structure of an assembly. A hierarchical graph camera sh
the hierarchy of an assembly with its components and their s
components~see Fig. 2~b!!; a relational graph camera shows th
connections between the components.

To create the feature model of the assembly design view,
erations are available to add a connection feature between d
ent components, to change the parameters of a connection fea
to remove a connection feature, to make a compound compo
out of an assembly, and to turn a compound component back
an assembly. Adding a connection feature between compon
requires the appropriate form features, e.g. a pin and a hole
pin-hole connection feature, to exist on the components. If su
form feature does not yet exist in the assembly design view, it
to be created. If the shape for the form feature already exists
the reference geometry of the component, the form feature ca
created by feature recognition; otherwise, the form feature ha
be created by adding the form feature, including its shape, to
reference geometry.

The part detail design views, the part manufacturing plann
views and the assembly design view are kept consistent, by a
matically propagating changes made in one view to the o
views. The detail design view and the manufacturing plann
view on a part are kept consistent by feature conversion@9#. The
part detail design views, and indirectly the corresponding p
manufacturing planning views, are kept consistent with the ass
bly design view by linking the part detail design models to t
related single components in the assembly model. When a f
feature for a connection feature is added to some component
this changes the shape of the component, this change is pr
Õ Vol. 2, DECEMBER 2002
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gated to the feature model of the related part in its detail des
view by feature conversion again. When a part detail design v
is changed, the reference geometry of the related single com
nent in the assembly design view is updated. See Fig. 3 for
example of keeping several views consistent.

Integration of detail design and manufacturing planning
parts, and assembly design of the whole product, can be
profitable. It enables requirements on parts to be taken into
count during assembly design, by propagating changes mad
the assembly design view to the relevant part detail design vie
and thus to the corresponding part manufacturing planning vie
In a part detail design view and/or a part manufacturing vie
requirements on the part can be checked; an example of th
given in Fig. 3. The other way around, it also enables requ
ments on assemblies to be taken into account during part de
by propagating changes made in the part detail design or the
manufacturing planning view to the assembly design view, wh
requirements on the assembly can be checked. For the chec
or more in general for the modeling, it is advantageous to prov
specialized views on a product for part and assembly model
because these focus on those product aspects that are releva
their type of modeling. See Ref.@1# for more details.

The concept of integrated part and assembly modeling can
ready be very useful to support a single engineer in the deve
ment of a complete product, but will become even more valua
when it is made available to a team of engineers involved in
development of a product. This is the subject of the rest of t
paper.

3 Collaborative Product Modeling
In this section, we first discuss proposals that have emerge

far in the area of collaborative product development, and th
describe the main characteristics of our new collaborative fra
work.

3.1 State of the art. All three aspects of the working pro
cedure in current development teams mentioned in Sec. 1 are
Transactions of the ASME
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poorly supported, if at all, by current CAD systems@10#. So far,
only a small number of tools have been developed that some
support collaborative design activities. For example, tools for c
laborative model annotation and visualization via Internet are n
becoming available, providing concepts such as shared cam
and telepointers@11,12#. However, such tools are primarily fo
cused on inspection, using simple polygon mesh models, an
not support real modeling activities. In other words, they are va
able assistants for teamwork, but no real CAD systems.

Some recent efforts have explored the possibility of enhanc
existing CAD systems with collaborative facilities. For examp
several commercial CAD systems are now offering functiona
for multi-user, token-basedasynchronousmanipulation of a CAD
model @13,14#.

The heavy requirements for concurrency and synchronizatio
a collaborative modeling context lead almost inevitably to
adoption of aclient-serverarchitecture, in which the server pro
vides the team members not only with the indispensable com

Fig. 3 If a detail design view on a part „a… and the assembly
design view on the related component „b… become inconsistent
because a form feature for a connection feature is added to the
component „c…, then the feature model of the part is updated
accordingly „d…. The resulting invalid feature model of the part
is made valid again by reducing the height of the passage „e…,
thus increasing the distance between the passage and the new
form feature, and the reference geometry of the component is
updated accordingly „f ….
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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nication, coordination and data consistency tools, but also with
necessary modeling facilities. In client-server systems, it is imp
tant to balance the complexity of the client application and
network load. In a collaborative modeling context, client co
plexity is mainly determined by the modeling and interactive
cilities implemented at the client, whereas network load is mai
a function of the kind and size of the model data being transfer
to/from the clients. Some collaborative modeling prototype s
tems follow a fat client scheme@15,16#. Fat clients are able to
manipulate their local copy of the model data. This choice lead
good interactive and visualization facilities, but comes at the c
of a rather heavy network load due to the frequent synchroniza
of model data among clients. Furthermore, fat clients are typic
platform-dependent applications that require more complex ins
lation and maintenance procedures, and are therefore less pra
in a multi-platform environment, in particular across various e
terprises. Other prototype systems follow athin client scheme
@10,17,18#. Thin clients can profit from the use of feature mode
at the server, where all modeling operations are performed
limited amount of model data, required at the clients for real-ti
display, navigation and interaction, is derived at the server
broadcast incrementally to the clients, thus keeping the netw
load at acceptable levels.

To the best of our knowledge, there is currently only one co
mercial client-server system offering somesynchronouscollabo-
rative modeling facilities, OneSpace@19#, but this system is se-
verely constrained by the model format into which it converts
shared CAD models.

For a collaborative modeling system to be successful, it sho
combine a good level of interactivity with the sort of visualizatio
typically provided by conventional CAD systems. Users will n
be able to design adequately if they have to wait a long time a
every operation. But increasing interactivity by just porting mo
and more data and functionality to the clients is not a good so
tion either, as synchronization problems would then become c
cal. A web-based client-server approach is more appropriat
such contexts.

The prototype system webSPIFF described by Bidarra et al.@10#
is a system that follows this approach. It provides collaborat
part modelingcapabilities to its clients, who can connect to th
server to work together using the detail design view and/or
manufacturing planning view on a part.

The server has two main components: the SPIFF modeling sys-
tem and the Session Manager. The SPIFF modeling system pro-
vides all feature modeling functionality, including multiple view
on a part, and advanced visualization and validity maintenanc
feature models. It maintains a central product model, which
cludes a cellular model for the geometric representation of a p
and canonical shapes representing the individual features in
view. The Session Manager provides functionality to start, jo
leave and close a collaborative session, to coordinate the ses
and to manage all communication between SPIFF and the clients.
In particular, the Session Manager collects all operations
quested by the various clients, and schedules them for execu
at the SPIFF system.

webSPIFF clients perform operations locally as much as po
sible, e.g. regarding visualization of, and interaction with, th
feature model, and only high-level messages, e.g. for specify
modeling operations, as well as a limited amount of model d
necessary for updating the client information, are sent over
network. As soon as real feature model computations are requ
such as for executing modeling operations, conversion betw
feature views and feature validity maintenance, they are exec
at the webSPIFF server, on the central product model, and th
results are eventually exported back to the clients. An import
characteristic of this architecture is that by using a central prod
model, inconsistencies among multiple versions of the model d
at different clients are avoided.
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 259
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The next subsection briefly introduces our new collaborat
framework for integrated part and assembly modeling, which
ploits the webSPIFF facilities just described.

3.2 A New Collaborative Framework for Integrated Prod-
uct Modeling. The new webSPIFF collaborative framework pre-
sented here substantially expands the capabilities referred to i
previous subsection in a number of ways.

First, webSPIFF provides a scheme for hierarchically structurin
a product into components. In this scheme, each compone
assigned to one or more team members, responsible for its a
development.

Second, the webSPIFF server can concurrently support seve
groups of users, each group collaboratively working on its o
component of the product.

Third, besides providing clients for modeling on part-orient
views, webSPIFF also provides clients with modeling capabilitie
for assembly design, e.g. to specify assembly relations betw
components, possibly developed by other team members
means of connection features.

Finally, because at the server the SPIFF modeling system seam
lessly integrates in its central product model the part- a
assembly-oriented views described in Section 2, propagatio
model changes among components can be fully exploited.

Before we elaborate in Section 5 how collaborative model
takes place in this framework, we describe in Section 4 how
supports collaborative structuring of a product into compone
and how tasks are assigned to members of the product dev
ment team.

4 Top-Down Product Structuring and Task Assign-
ment

To be able to assign tasks to the members of a developm
team, a product to be developed has to be structured in some
We use the well-known hierarchical product structure for this.
line with the integrated approach for part and assembly de
discussed in Section 2, a product consists of a number of com
nents. Each component can either consist of a number of subc
ponents or be a part; the first type of component is called a c
pound component, the second type a single compon
Subcomponents in a compound component are related to
other by means of connection features. See Fig. 4 for a simpl
example of a hierarchical product structure.

In our approach, product structuring and task assignmen
hand in hand. A so-called principal product designer has to s
up the hierarchical structuring process for a new product. He
do this by setting up a new product structure, i.e. giving a nam
the product, specifying the main components the product con
of, and assigning these components to himself or to other t
members~see Fig. 5~a!, left!. This can be easily performed usin
the Product Navigator, which provides all functionality for buil
ing the product structure and visualizing it as it evolves~see Fig.
5~a!, right!.

For each component, the team member to whom it was
signed has to specify whether it is a single component~see Fig.
5~b!! or a compound component. In the latter case, he also ha
specify the subcomponents it consists of, and assign each
team member~see Fig. 5~c!!.

The product structuring continues recursively in this way, un
all components at the lowest level in the hierarchy are sin
components~see Fig. 5~d!, which corresponds to the produc
structure of Fig. 4!. So the product is structured in a top-dow
way, creating as many levels as desired by the team members
meanwhile the components are assigned to team members.

Notice that product structuring and task assignment are
tached from the actual modeling of components. Part modelin
a single component can start as soon as it has been designa
such. Assembly modeling of a compound component can o
260 Õ Vol. 2, DECEMBER 2002
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start once its subcomponents have been modeled. In both c
the system signals to the team member~s! to whom the componen
was assigned when modeling can start.

Several activities can be done simultaneously in the wh
product development process. First, product structuring and
assignment can be done simultaneously for different branche
the product structure. Second, product structuring and task as
ment can still be going on in certain branches of the prod
structure, while in other branches parts or even compound c
ponents are already being modeled. Third, modeling of differ
parts and compound components can also be done simultaneo
So, a product can be developed collaboratively in the sense
several team members can simultaneously work on indepen
tasks.

However, the possibilities for collaboration go much further.
particular, it is possible that several team members are collab
tively working on the development of a same component. T
concept of the modeling scope of a team member is impor
here. It is defined as the set of components he has modeling r
for, and contains the components assigned to him, suppleme
with all their subcomponents in the product structure. So for te
member E in Fig. 5~d!, it consists of the set$frame, rear fork, left
leg, rod, right leg, rear wheel, beam%. This notion of modeling
scope is based on the assumption that the development tea
also hierarchically structured, and that a team member sho
have modeling rights for all subcomponents which in the e
constitute a component assigned to him, regardless of whe
these were assigned to him or to other team members. A t
member can also extend the modeling scope of another t
member, by granting the latter modeling rights for a componen
his own modeling scope. For example, in order to exploit des
similarities between the two wheels, team member B could gr
modeling rights for the front wheel to team member G~this is not
depicted in Fig. 5~d!!.

Two or more team members with modeling rights for a comp
nent can collaboratively model the component, in the sense
they have simultaneous access to the corresponding feature m
and can modify it in a synchronized way. The next section d
cusses how this actual modeling is done.

5 Bottom-up Part and Assembly Modeling
As mentioned in the previous section, a team member can

modeling a part as soon as it has been assigned to him. On
other hand, modeling of a compound component by a team m
ber to whom it was assigned, can only start as soon as its subc

Fig. 4 A simplified hierarchical product structure of a bicycle
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 Product structuring and task assignment: new product structure „a…, specification of a single component
„b…, specification of a compound component „c…, and final product structure „d…
d art,
e-
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dis-
m-
hers
ponents have been created. So the actual modeling activity
bottom-up process, starting at the leafs of the hierarchical pro
structure.

If two or more team members have modeling rights for t
same part or compound component, they can collaboratively w
on it. This is calledcollaborative part modelingandcollaborative
assembly modeling, respectively.
l of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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5.1 Collaborative Part Modeling. Team members with the
appropriate modeling rights can work together on the same p
performing modeling operations available in their view: detail d
sign view and/or manufacturing planning view; see Section
Typically each team member will have a geometry camera
playing the feature model of his view. After any of the team me
bers has performed a modeling operation on the part, all the ot
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 261
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will also have the model updated in their cameras. Because a
them have the same modeling rights, several modeling opera
on the part may be concurrently specified and sent to the se
Such concurrency is handled at the server, by serializing the
erations@10#.

It may well occur, however, that modeling operations are c
flicting, e.g. in the sense that an operation unintentionally can
the effect of another operation. For this reason, webSPIFF encour-
ages team members to coordinate their actions using some co
encing facility~phone, chat channel, etc.!. In addition to this, web-
SPIFF provides team members with so-called shared cameras
participants in a shared camera share its viewing parameter
the visualized product geometry, possibly in different views~see
Fig. 6!. These parameters are permanently synchronized, so
every time one user interactively modifies them, the shared c
eras of the other participants are automatically updated. webSPIFF

also provides each user of a shared camera with a persona
telepointer@20#. The telepointers of all participants are constan
updated in all shared cameras. In this way, e.g. when discus
some model detail, participants in a shared camera can alw
trace back where each interlocutor is pointing at.

When a modeling operation results in an invalid part mode
the server, i.e. one or more constraints are no longer satisfied
Session Manager takes the role of coordinating the validity rec
ery process. In the example of Fig. 7~a!, the crown part model
becomes invalid as a result of increasing the depth of a poc
which is in fact turned into a passage feature. Initially, the te
member who issued the operation is presented a validity ma
nance panel~see Fig. 7~b!!, where useful information on the pa
ticular invalid situation is given, together with validity recove
hints @8#. This team member can specify corrective modeling

Fig. 6 Shared cameras of two team members with different
views on the same part

Fig. 7 Collaborative validity maintenance
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tions himself and/or hand over the validity maintenance pane
another team member involved, until they agree on the correc
actions and issue their execution.

At any moment during a collaborative modeling session, a te
member may invite a colleague to join a discussion on a par
his modeling scope, either simply as an advisor, e.g. as partici
in a shared camera, or as a participant with full modeling righ

5.2 Collaborative Assembly Modeling. Collaboration is
also possible in the assembly design view, among team mem
who have appropriate modeling rights on some compound c
ponent. As explained in Section 2, modeling operations in
assembly design view consist of creating, modifying or remov
connection features, which specify how components should
connected to each other. For example, in the model structur
Fig. 5~d!, the front fork lies in the modeling scope of team mem
bers A and B, and therefore they can together establish the
nections between the two legs and the crown of the front fork~see
Fig. 8~a! and ~b!!.

Similarly to what was described in the previous subsecti
team members can discuss assembly issues, e.g. where and h
create a connection feature, using shared camera and telepo
facilities. In the assembly design view, these facilities are av
able for both geometry and graph cameras.

An important aspect here is that establishing a connection
ture may require the creation of the respective form features
the components involved. As explained in Section 2, becaus
the integration of all views, these component changes are pr
gated downwards in the hierarchy to the respective parts, wh
new form features are also created. It may occur that such a f
feature causes the part it is located on to become invalid. In
case, the collaborative validity maintenance scheme mentione
Subsection 5.1 assists the team members involved in recove
validity again.

In addition, if assembly considerations require adjustments
any of the single components, the team members can either sw
to that component’s part detail design view and directly adjus
or invite the team member~s! to whom that part has been assign
to join the discussion and perform these adjustments. Becaus
the integration of all views, changes performed on a part are n
propagated upwards in the hierarchy to the compound compon
which contain the part. So, for example, in the assembly mode
Fig. 8~b!, if team members A and B find that the legs of the fro
fork are too close to each other, they can decide to extend
crown in its part detail design view, after which they can che
whether with this adjustment the crown component satisfies
front fork requirements in assembly design view~see Fig. 8~c!!.

Fig. 8 Three components „a… are connected into the front fork
assembly of a bicycle „b…, of which the crown part is subse-
quently adjusted to make room for the front wheel „c…
Transactions of the ASME
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6 Example Modeling Session
In this section, several steps of an example modeling ses

with webSPIFF are presented that illustrate the usefulness of
collaborative framework. The scenario consists of designing
height-adjustable office table by a team of four designers. Te
member A is the project coordinator, and initiates the session
specifying the table’s main components in the Product Naviga
-left and right table legs, tabletop and mechanism-, and assig
these to the other team members: B, C, and D, respectively~see
Fig. 9~a!!. After that, these team members take over the task
further specifying their components. Team member B, for e
ample, structures a table leg around three single components:
base, a leg top and a tabletop support~see Fig. 9~b!!. At the same
time, team member D, who works at a third-party company s
cialized in mechanisms, specifies the mechanism structure
terms of the following single components: a drive shaft, two tra
mission boxes, two vertical leg shafts and a crank~see Fig. 9~c!!.
Both B and D assign the components to themselves.

Because some of these components have to interface with c
ponents of other team members, they agree in granting each o
modeling rights for those components: team member B ass
the two leg to components to D, and the two tabletop supp
components to C; and team member D assigns the two trans
sion boxes to B~see Fig. 10!.

At some stage, user C, responsible for the tabletop, has finis
the actual modeling of his component, according to the dim
sions in the specification he received from A. Later on, te
members B and D initiate modeling of their components, wh
can proceed simultaneously. For designing the leg top and
transmission box, they ‘‘come together’’ in a synchronous sess
on these related parts, and use shared cameras to discuss and
on their common dimensions~see Fig. 11!. While D continues
modeling the remaining parts of the mechanism, B switches
assembly view, and assembles the leg base and the leg top
ponents, by specifying the appropriate ‘‘rectangular-pen-ho

Fig. 9 Top-down specification using the Product Navigator
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connection feature between them~see Fig. 12!. Subsequently, he
invites team member C to a joint modeling session, in order
make sure that the length of the tabletop support parts matche
corresponding tabletop dimension.

Once D has finished specifying the assembly connecti
among the mechanism components~see Fig. 13!, the system sig-
nals A that his components are available for the final assem
phase. At this stage, team coordinator A can specify the neces
final connections between:

— the transmission boxes and the leg tops;

— the vertical shafts and the leg bases; and

— the tabletop supports, the transmission boxes and the ta
top.

The final assembly model is that shown in Fig. 2~a!, together with
its hierarchical graph, Fig. 2~b!.

7 Conclusions
A new collaborative framework has been presented that s

ports integrated design of parts and assemblies. In this framew
collaborative sessions via Internet are made possible, among
eral members of a product development team. A product can
hierarchically structured, with compound and single compone
and meanwhile tasks can be assigned to team members. D
the actual modeling, each team member can have his own spe
view on the product, in particular a part detail design view, a p
manufacturing planning view, or an assembly design view.
these views are kept consistent, by using a central product mo

The collaborative framework not only offers facilities to simu
taneously work on independent tasks in a product developm
process, but also synchronous facilities to really collaborate on

Fig. 11 Collaboration between users B and D, for matching leg
top and transmission box dimensions
Fig. 10 Final task assignment for the fully specified product
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design of a same component. These include, among other thin
concurrency handling mechanism, shared cameras with pers
ized telepointers, and a powerful collaborative validity main
nance scheme. Together with the integration of part and asse
modeling, this means a major step forward in collaborative m
eling.

The framework capitalizes on the client-server architecture
scribed in Ref.@10#. In particular, the functionality provided by
each specialized client, both in part design and in assembly de
views, guarantees that the computational requirements for the
ents, as well as the network load, are kept low. The server, on
other hand, may become rather heavily burdened for comp

Fig. 12 User B establishes a connection between two table leg
parts

Fig. 13 Final mechanism components, designed by user D
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products and large development teams. However, we believe
problems arising in this respect may be solved by using a dist
uted server approach, because independent components of a
uct can be handled by different servers, running their own m
eling system, but coordinated by a single Session Manager.

A useful extension would be to incorporateconceptual design
andassembly planningviews in this collaborative framework. The
former would allow a more global specification of componen
and interfaces, prior to the definition of detailed geometry;
latter would bring in assembly sequencing and other assem
considerations. Together, these would represent another impo
step towards a collaborative and integrated product modeling
tem covering the entire product development process.
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